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  Japan 
 

 

  Report on Space Debris Related Activities in Japan 
 

 

 1. Overview 
 

Corresponding to request from the UNOOSA, Japan reports the debris relating 

activities mainly conducted by the Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency (JAXA).  

The following debris related activities conducted by JAXA during 2019 and 2020 are 

selected as major progresses to introduce in the next section: 

  (1) Conjunction Assessment (CA) results and research on core technology for 

Space Situational Awareness (SSA). 

  (2)  Research on technology to observe LEO and GEO objects and determine 

their orbits. 

  (3)  In-situ micro-debris measurement system. 

  (4) Development of composite propellant tank. 

  (5) Active debris removal. 

 

 2. Status 
 

 2.1 Conjunction Assessment (CA) results and research on core technology for Space 

Situational Awareness (SSA) 
 

JAXA receives conjunction notifications from the Combined Space Operations Center 

(CSpOC). JAXA has executed 3 debris avoidance manoeuvres (DAM) for low earth 

orbit (LEO) spacecraft in 2019. 

 

  Core technology for space situational awareness (SSA)  
 

JAXA determines the orbit of space objects using radar sensor at Kamisaibara Space 

Guard Center (KSGC) and optical sensor at Bisei Space Guard Center (BSGC), 

predicts close approaches using the latest orbit ephemerides of JAXA satellites and 

calculates probability of collisions.  

At present, JAXA is developing a new radar that can track smaller space debris than 

the present radar. Especially, altitude around 500 to 800 km will be covered where 

most of the JAXA’s LEO satellites are orbiting. JAXA is refurbishing the 1.0 m and 

0.5 m telescopes to maintain their current capabilities. The new analysis system will 

be able to handle more data than the current system. JAXA also automates most of 

processes as much as possible.  

JAXA developed tools to help planning DAMs, once JAXA received CDM 

(conjunction data message) from CSpOC. Based on experience, all procedures toward 

DAM were simplified and reduced workload.  

 

Fig. 1 Activity for the SSA in JAXA 
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 2.2 Research on technology to observe LEO and GEO objects and determine their 

orbits 
 

Generally, the observation of LEO objects is mainly conducted by radar system, but 

JAXA has been working to apply the optical system to reduce the cost for both 

construction and operation. A large CMOS sensor for LEO observation was developed 

(Fig. 2). Analyzing the data from the CMOS sensor with the FPGA-based image-

processing technologies developed in JAXA enable us to detect 10 cm or less LEO 

objects. In order to increase the observation opportunities of LEO and GEO objects, 

a remote observation site in Australia (Fig. 3) was established in addition to the  

Mt. Nyukasa observatory in Japan. One 25 cm telescopes and four 18 cm telescopes 

are available for various objectives.  

 

 

 

 2.3 In-situ micro-debris measurement system 
 

The space debris monitor (SDM) is an in-situ micro-debris sensor focusing on micro 

to milli sized debris under 1000 km orbit. The recent flight experience was conducted 

by H-II Transfer Vehicle “KOUNOTORI” (HTV) 5. Information based on actual 

measurements on these small debris is essential to properly understand the current 

situation of vast amount of small debris orbiting near our earth because they are 

becoming a dominant risk factor on orbit.  

The unique properties of the SDM are its simple detection system which does not 

need any special calibrations before flight and the potential to collaborate easily with 

other sensors. The SDM consists of a debris-detection area and circuit areas. The 

debris-detection area is made of very thin polyimide film and there are thousands of 

50 µm-wide conductive grid lines capable of detecting the diameter of collided debris 

sized from 100 µm to millimeters.  

JAXA jointly collaborates with NASA Orbital Debris Program Office (ODPO) to 

develop new in-situ micro-debris measurement in order to grasp the situation of small 

debris on orbit under 1,000 km.  

 

Fig. 4 Conductive grid sheet of SDM Bread Board Model 

 

 

Fig. 3 The remote observation site in Australia. The left figure shows the 

sliding roof where all the observation devices are installed. One 25 cm 

telescope and four 18 cm telescopes (the right figure) are available for 

various objectives. 

Fig. 2 The CMOS sensor manufactured 

by Bitran which can detect 10 cm LEO 

objects analyzing the data with FPGA-

based image-processing technologies. 
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 2.4 Development of composite propellant tank 
 

A propellant tank is usually made of titanium alloy which is superior because of light 

weight and good chemical compatibility with propellant. But its melting point is so 

high that such a propellant tank would not demise during re-entry, and it would pose 

the risks of ground casualty.  

For several years, JAXA conducted research to develop an aluminium-lined, carbon 

composite overwrapped tank with a lower melting temperature. As a feasibility study 

JAXA conducted fundamental tests including a liner material aluminium 

compatibility test with hydrazine propellant and an arc heating test.  

After the manufacturing and test of shorter size EM#1 tank, manufacturing of full -

size EM#2 tank was conducted. The shape of EM#2 tank is same as the nominal tank 

which includes PMD. Using this EM#2 tank, proof pressure test, vibration test (with 

wet and dry condition), external leak test, pressure cycle test, and burst pressure test 

were conducted and all of them showed good results. The critical design review was 

completed. 

This composite propellant tank has a shorter delivery period and lower cost compared 

to a titanium propellant tank. About the demisability during atmospheric re -entry, 

experimental and analytical evaluation is ongoing.  

 

 

 

 2.5 Active Debris Removal 
 

JAXA has organized and structured a research program which aims at realization of 

low-cost Active Debris Removal (ADR) missions. As shown in Fig. 7, the ADR key-

technology R&D has three major themes: non-cooperative rendezvous, capture 

technology for non-cooperative targets, and de-orbiting technology to remove 

massive intact space debris. JAXA is cooperating with Japanese private companies to 

realize low-cost ADR on a commercial basis and working to provide these essential 

key-technologies for the purpose.  

JAXA also conducted the Commercial Removal of Debris Demonstration (CRD2) 

program. As shown in Fig.-8, this program has two phases aiming at the world’s first 

ADR in partnership with private enterprises. As the phase one, demonstration of the 

key technologies such as non-cooperative rendezvous, proximity operation and 

inspection of H2A 2nd stage is planned launch in the fiscal year 2022. In the ph ase 

two, demonstration of the active debris removal and re-entry of the H2A 2nd stage is 

additionally planned no earlier than the fiscal year 2025. As a partner company of 

phase one, Astroscale Japan Inc. was selected thorough competition in February 2020.  

Fig. 5 EM#2 tank Fig. 6 Evaluation Tests by Arc Heating Wind Tunnel 
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Fig. 7 Active Debris Removal research activities 

 

 

 

Fig. 8 Demonstration of the removal of large-sized debris in two phases 
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  International Organization for Standardization 
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